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Dhaka is the capital of Bangladesh and is regarded as one of the prime cities of South Asia. When
the Mughal Emperor Jahangir was in his sovereignty, the city of Dhaka was known as Jahangir
Nagar. Those who are travelling to Dhaka for the first time in their lives will certainly fall in love with
the enthralling attractions at the very first sight. It is the city that is always on the go. Other than the
interesting highlights, the city is also counted among the most heavily populated cities on the planet.
There are so many tourist attractions in Dhaka for which innumerable tourists take flights to Dhaka
so that they can get a feel the essence that lies in the highlights.

Dhaka was previously known as Dacca and is the biggest city of Bangladesh. Steeped in its multi-
coloured history and rich cultural traditions, the city is famous all over the world for its fine muslin
and Mosques. People travel from far-off places to experience the vivacity of Dhaka. It was founded
in the year 1608 A.D. and is a unique blend of stimulating history and cultural legacy. When it was
under the influence of the Mughal and British rules, it was ornamented with the glory of being the
capital. It was a long time ago used to be known as the city of Mosques. But this city nowadays
appears to be full of chaos as you find several vehicles snaking around through the ways. The
chaos is rather considered to be positive as you would find buses immersed with paintings and
rickshaws that are like a dream to the crowd.

Located on the banks of the Buriganga River, Dhaka is the city that totally stuffed with history. You
can find most of the attractions in the south of the city centre. The city is loaded with historical
monuments dating back to the Mughal period that canâ€™t afford to be missed.

Dhaka flights are taken by those who want to immerse themselves in the ecstasy of various places
of interest that hold deep roots of the history. You can pay a visit to the Lalbagh Fort that was
erected by the Mughal governor Nawab Shaista Khan in the year 1678. This fort comprises a tomb,
mosque, Audience Hall and the hammam (bath).

Several day-trippers take cheap flights to Dhaka to visit the historical attractions to feel their
majestic glory.

You can make your quick way to the Bangladesh National Museum. It is located in Shahbag and
comprises a huge number of interesting assortments that include paintings of the Hindu, Muslim and
Buddhist times.
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